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Label af1 
Apple     SW-3411 
Apple label with “MFD. BY APPLE” on the full side. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On side 1, the copyright is at the bottom of the label. 
Factory:  Los Angeles 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Same typeface as Los Angeles, but label is semi-glossy, and backdrop is darker. 
Factory:  Jacksonville 

 
 
 
The copyright on side 1 is at the top of 
the label. 
 
Factory:  Winchester 
 
 
 
 

 



Inner Sleeve: 
 
Although both sides of the sleeve look nearly 
identical, the Apple logo and catalog number 
are in a different position on the two sides – 
possibly due to the requirement that the middle 
of the top edge of the inner sleeve 
accommodate the fact that the open side would 
be tab cut at a lower height than the other side. 
 
 
This album came very close to remaining unreleased – at least for the time being. In 1972, Badfinger’s 
distaste for their producers’ treatment of their material led to their working on the new album by 
themselves, all the while the identity of their drummer was changing. The delays took them into the new 
year, and Apple rejected the album that Badfinger delivered to them. Chris Thomas entered as producer, 
under whom the band recorded new songs in April-May.  
 
After some discussion about the final track listing, Apple was keen to release the album; however, the 
band’s manager, Stan Polley, began negotiating with Apple about publishing rights. Since Joey Molland 
had written five of the album’s ten tracks by himself, and since he had not signed a direct agreement with 
Apple Publishing, Polley did not want Apple to release the album. Based on the label styles they used, the 
final labels were certainly ready before September, but Apple was unable to put the album out. They 
decided to credit all of the songs to “Badfinger,” which would relieve the publishing issue, since the group 
had a publishing agreement with Apple. 
 
The label finally had the album ready by late November. The cover concept was 
largely conceived by Tom Evans, who viewed the music industry (and Apple in 
particular) as promising them a huge carrot (wealth) that they never actually 
received. Badfinger began recording for Warner Brothers immediately after leaving 
Apple, preparing their new album to be called For Love or Money (it wound up 
untitled). Although Apple rushed out Ass so it wouldn’t compete with the new 
album, the two albums wound up in direct competition – which effectively 
damaged the sales of both records. 
 
Meanwhile, Polley and the band had sued Apple over this album, on account of the 
publishing situation. By March, a judge sided in Apple’s favor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Due in part to the delays that caused Yoko’s Feeling the Space album to come out before this record, Ass 
was the last Apple album by any artist other than one of the former Beatles; that is, it was the last album 
during the “Apple period” from 1968 to 1976. With their contracts with EMI expiring, the formerly fab 
four sought new contracts with other parties. Those developments took them into 1975. By early May 
(’75), Apple Records was laying off staff members in preparation for the shutdown that was to take place 
in January.  

 
An unusual irony associated with 
the shutdown is that the Apple 
logo remained in use here and 
there throughout the period 
(1976-1991) while Apple wasn’t 
formally releasing any new 
records. At the time of Apple’s 
return, for example, it was still 
possible to find the most recent 
pressing (1988-1990) of George 
Harrison’s All Things Must Pass in 
record shops – with orange Apple 
labels. Apples remained in other 
countries, too – even on “new” 
Beatles records like Rarities. 
Perhaps in a way this meant that 
Apple Records was always 
destined to return. 

 
 
 


